Commercial Pilot
Achieve professional-level knowledge and skill,
and make your flying a true art!
First: hone your VFR skills while mastering
retractable gear and constant-speed props
all while increasing your knowledge.
You will also be introduced to precision-building
"performance maneuvers", which will show you how to fly virtually any plane!
Your training includes customized training:
*One-on-one instruction to ensure quality
*All FAA-required flight and ground training
*FAA-approved under Part 141: save

$5000

Integrated internet and ground-based
training covers all the bases.
Combined Commercial-Instrument or
Commercial-CFI available!

compared to other schools!

Depending on your prior experience, Commercial training can cost as little as $7,000.
Note: Part 141 substitutes syllabus time versus higher total time under Part 61.

After you complete the checkride (Practical Test), you will be in the upper tier
of pilots, whether flying for yourself, or pursuing a career…

Actual training times and costs are dependent on the individual and the training schedule.
We'll keep you informed and answer any questions you may have throughout your training.

Open 7 days/ week:

(480) 832-0704

www.FalconAviation.com
Find us on Facebook!
4766 E. Falcon Dr.
Mesa, AZ 85215

(800) 237-2359

Are you a

Commercial Pilot

in

another aircraft category looking for

Commercial Airplane
Part 61.129 -

BOLD items are the things which tend to need a careful look!
* Of the 250 hrs total time, 100 hours must be powered aircraft, 50 hrs in airplanes.
* 100 hours must be PIC, of which 50 PIC must be in airplanes
* 50 hours of cross-country (over 50 nm), of which 10 must be in airplanes
* 20 hours of training on Commercial single engine tasks including 10 hrs complex;
dual day & night airplane cross country flights can count toward this
* 10 hours of Instrument Instruction of which 5 hrs is in single engine airplanes

If you don't already have "Airplane" on your license:
* The 50 hrs airplane PIC can only be logged as Solo, or after getting a lower ASEL certificate
(Sport, Recreational, or Private).

* Getting Private first takes a little extra dual in prep for a Private checkride, but allows you to
count all later dual for Commercial plus the 5 hrs Instrument Instruction as all PIC time.
- So, getting the basic license first does pay for itself!
What about Sport Pilots?
If you already have it, Sport allows you to log more PIC time, but for those starting fresh, Sport &
Private PTS are the same effort & tollerances in creating a foundation toward your Commercial.

Preferred:

Optional:

* Presolo training, per 61.87; no min hrs
but usually anywhere from 10-20 hrs
* Private Prep; 7-15 Dual plus 10 Solo
* Private Checkride (no knowledge test)

* Presolo training, per 61.87; no min hrs
but usually anywhere from 10-20 hrs
* No post-solo Private prep
* No Private tests

* Commercial dual can count dual above,
Specific requirements add 10+ hrs
* 5-10 hrs Instrument dual
* 5-25 hrs solo to reach 50 PIC
* Comm Knowledge Test & Checkride

* Commercial dual can count dual above,
Specific requirements add 10+ hrs
* 5-10 hrs Instrument dual
* 50 hrs solo to reach 50 PIC
* Comm Knowledge Test & Checkride

